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Our God Satan, and our Pagan Gods, are the most powerful. This has to be
understood and ingrained in the mind, which in many, due to past indoctrination,
has not become constant awareness.
All the claims of the enemy are lies against our ancestral Gods. Only spite,
defamation, and lies. The heart of peoples of the earth may be asleep, but not
forever. And this sleep is built on the nightmares of the enemy.
This situation will change and end in the future, as certain as the succession of the
seasons, and the turns of the heavens. After death, there follows resurrection.
And many in fear are of the dead husks, for they fear at the great resurrection of
the Gods. But that is inevitable. It will happen, and it will come.
This path will always lead to success, spiritual advancement, and elevation. The
Gods have had ruled this world, they remain in control of the world, while the
enemy is only a recent and rather temporary harassment. A most parasitic and
dangerous, for certain. Even until recently in human history, their influence was
only to harm humans, and temporary.
They are being watched, and so are we being watched, and so is our planet, as
one watches their children suffering from a cold, with great investment and great
love. Certain things that make no sense to us humans, or appear to be
devastating, for the Gods can be rather trivial.
Astarte one talked to me of our Earth, which many of humans are desecrating in
blindness, as "Her beautiful beloved garden". If only our hearts were open to our
Gods, what beauty could be received for humanity. All of our world would be
spiritually and physically, a divine and beautiful Garden as Astarte saw our world.
This is where the enemy saw only nuclear devastation, pollution, fear, terror, and
strangulation of humans. Out of these visions, only one will reign Triumphant, and
this will be the vision of our Gods.
A garden filled with weeds only needs the proper gardener, and it will receive it's

proper greatness. Beautiful and vibrant as ever.
Our Gods have persisted and went through the rise and fall of our civilizations. For
all respects, and purposes, we humans are a lot like little babies compared to the
Gods. The mightiest humans fall short, but regardless, the Gods do appreciate and
look at our attempts with love and mercy, and adoration.
It is every-time that we do strives towards building and creation, that we
resemble and emulate the things they created inside us, a living inheritence. The
Gods love brave people who look up instead of down, and utilize the higher
aspects of their existence. We were not made to be inferior limited slaves.
Our mind is the proof of this very aspect. Inside man rest wonderful creative,
destructive, and limitless abilites. That is something to keep in mind. We have
limitations, we learn, we advance, we strive to fight. Another thing that humans
have a weakness on is that we are frequently deceived, and our small lifespan.
Other than that, the Gods have left their blueprint on our mind and soul. They
exist inside us. The definite proof of this is that Satan, as it's known even in the
history of his enemies, gave us a limitless mind, compared to that of all other
animals.
We were gifted a lot, and this part constitutes an immortal aspect, the gateway of
our species towards Godhead. The only thing that staggered behind is that human
beings, we fell spiritually [were made to fall spiritually] and therefore we fell in
the aspect of the "Eternal Life".
Our short lifespan, makes for a lot of mistakes. If people lived more, like 200, 300,
or 500 or 1000 years, we would be far more caring about our environment, our
planet, other people, and observe the reverberations of many of our actions
within a said lifetime. But when we hardly live for a measly 50 or 60 years,
stranded like spiritual prisoners, our species cannot really advance.
The Gods know this and they have helped us to build and rebuild, and sustain
attacks. Individuals that cling to them, they give them the Magnum Opus so we
can continue existing. Missions and work for Satan is always rewarded, with

spiritual gifts and blessings that are beyond any and all physical and material
value.
When all your flesh fails you, and when the darkest darkness falls upon you,
always remember the Gods and keep them in your heart. The Faith in the Gods
can level mountains. All obstacles that you have today, you have the ability to
overcome them. You must know this in full confidence, you must ingrain this in
your heart.
I always wrote to all of you to stay strong, as a nobody from the darkness, but you
know this has not been nobody, and that you were ever alone either. None of you
is a nobody.
There is great power in all of us, and you are coming to seek it, and you will find
what your seeking is. You must get this through your mind, and your heart, and
believe it, under any condition.
Maybe some people are, and maybe some will lose their way, in the maze of this
world, but your soul will always belong with Satan and want to be back with the
Gods. Throw your roots deeply and cling to him. Ignore his enemies, their lies.
Asmodeus said this: They are there for but a season. As the winter comes and
claims the souls of the living, freezing the trees, and harming life, so will the end
of their era not come peacefully. But then the spring of Satan and the summer of
His People will come. Try to live for your dreams and for noble deeds, so that
when our time comes, you will hold your head up high and know you did your
best.
Do not waste and spend the limited time that we have on this earth being
ignorant. Ignorance will lead you only to pain in the end, and you will always lose
yourself in it. Self love to keep yourself from being lost is important, and life reaffirms itself.
We still follow the Divine Path, in the era where many fall into the abyss, we still
climb up the mountain with a smile to our face. Obstacles, difficulties, death,
happiness, nothing will deter us. If we fall, we rise again, and we will continue,

again and again.
The desire to cleave to the highest light of the Gods must be fed and empowered.
Veils will be put in front of your eyes, but power will be given to you to solve your
riddles.
Have the courage to go against the tide of the reckless, the low, and those lacking
honor. Eternal symbols and the eternal consciousness of Satan guides us. No
matter what, we follow the Gods, as our ancestors did. The bond that relates us is
in mind, soul, blood, and spirit, unbreakable.
Use what you have been given to ascend.
As it was real back then, it is real today, and so it will be forever,
Praised be Satan, The Most High...
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